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B y Pa u l J . T r o u e t t e
About Us

Another year has passed us by and yet, 12
years as an organization, MCBA is stronger
than ever. As we continue moving forward,
I am truly amazed how resilient and
steadfast our California residents are,
especially those who choose to belong to
the politically incorrect group, the
“California hunter.”
Each year we are faced with daunting
regulation changes, diminishing habitat,
reduced hunting opportunities, and
declining deer numbers. Yet, the only
increase seems to be the number of predators.
While in the past, we could manage our
predator populations such as black bear and
coyotes, we lost the opportunity on an apex
predator and deer killer extraordinaire—the
mountain lion. Also, the California Fish and
Game Commission decided that wolves
needed protection—from what? They are
apex predators too.

Established in 2005, the
Mendocino County Blacktail
Association (MCBA) consists
of hard-working, conservationminded hunters and other
community members that share
a common goal of restoring
black-tailed deer numbers and
improving their habitat.
into the hunting sports is important. MCBA
held family fun days at major outdoor stores
and together with our partners, we are
working together to show the communities
that hunters are managers of wildlife, not just
killers.

It is worth repeating regularly that the
hunting segment of our population
contributes BILLIONS in funding back into
conservation whereas anti-hunting
Despite all of these cards stacked against the organization don’t come close. Hunting and
California hunter; men, women and youth
fishing are self-replenishing, heavilycontinue to come to our events to share in our regulated activities that provide our families
family traditions of hunting and fishing,
with organic sources of meat and is a great
enjoy a good party, relax and enjoy each
family recreational activity. Hopefully, with
others company.
President Trump naming Ryan Zinke, a
former Navy Seal, to Interior Secretary, he
This year at the inaugural Lake County
will represent the people of the U.S.,
MCBA banquet, we had a wonderful turnout including hunters. Oh, you’ll love what he’s
of Lakeport-area residents, conservationist
done already—read more inside!
hunters and non-hunters alike. Many families
came out to the Lake County Fairgrounds in MCBA has actively represented our members
Lakeport, where we made new hunting
at numerous meetings and even filing a
friends and investors in the fight for deer and lawsuit to defend our deer habitat and
hunting in California. It was a fine evening of hunting lands. Our leaders need to know our
food, friends and fellowship. As always, we concerns for policies that negatively affect
have plenty of pictures in Blacktail News,
our wildlife and lands. MCBA plans on
including last year’s banquet and the new
expanding and holding events in other
Lake County Banquet along with some bucks counties in the B-Zones. We aim to raise
to keep things interesting.
awareness, take on more projects that
enhance public lands, and support our
MCBA was active in once again, acquiring
legislators that can improve California’s
new funding for habitat in partnerships with cumbersome and complicated regulatory
the Bureau of Land Management and the
process. While MCBA cannot participate in
United State Forest Service, and California
politics any more than allowed by law, we
State Parks. MCBA secured two grants, one sure can support those agencies and persons
in the King Range National Recreation Area that represent our best interests.
and the other Covelo district lands. This
means we will be working this summer
Lastly, we are grateful for the ten-plus years
improving the habitat for black-tailed deer
of outstanding efforts and service you all
and other inhabitants. Details are inside.
have provided. Our members continue to
support the work of sportsmen’s
MCBA also hosted another deer summit with organizations who fight for our hunting
12 other wildlife organizations who came
heritage. We are the little organization with a
together to discuss future plans for our
BIG agenda.
survival in California. A key point is the
Paul Trouette
recognition that recruitment of new persons
Editor, Cover Photo, Design and Layout: Oscar Ramirez
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Mission Statement
The mission of the organization
is to focus on improving the
condition of the Columbian
black-tailed deer herds in the
California’s designated B-Zones
of Northern California.
The B-Zones are a large
geographic area that includes
the mountains of the
Mendocino, Trinity, Shasta,
Klamath, and Six Rivers
National Forests. These forests
also encompass several
primitive or Wilderness
designated areas that include
the Yolla Bolly-Middle Eel,
Marble Mountains, Russian,
Trinity Alps, and Yuki
Wildernesses, among others,
that are prime targets for this
focused effort.
Our membership consists of
representatives throughout
counties within the B-zones,
including counties outside of the
geographical boundaries.
Preserving our hunting heritage
while improving our deer habitat
is a goal of many concerned
hunters in California.

CONTACT US
Paul Trouette
(707) 489-9663
e-mail:

mendodeer@yahoo.com

www.mcbadeer.com
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Your Hard-Working MCBA Committee Continues
Representing Members at Year-Round Events
By Rick Bulloch

MCBA does not seem to have much time off as it
seems that throughout the year, the Committee works
supporting members by actively being involved in all
levels promoting hunting and conservation.
MCBA representatives attend meetings on behalf of its
members and partners with any entity that furthers the
mission of the MCBA. Paul Trouette, Hal Wagenet,
and Jack Booth are continuously working to expand
MCBA’s involvement, outreach and visibility.
MCBA along with partner Rick Bulloch, also meet
with California Deparment of Fish and Wildlife,
Wildlife Resource Committee, Fish and Game
Commission, United States Forest Service, Bureau of
Land Management, including local policy makers and
other stakeholders.

Dale McCullough ready to lend a hand.

contact information. Better yet, your outdoor buddy’s
and friends email addresses as well.
The Fish and Game Commission and State Legislature
are two critical groups that can impact our traditions
and we will continue to monitor the commission
(agendas and meeting documents) and legislative
activities (bill intent, impact and status) by visiting
their websites and working to support or offset them.
Help us protect our hunting heritage!

Retired CDFW wildlife biologist and MCBA Board member,
Jack Booth, (far right) with local CalFire members.

In addition, MCBA is working more closely with other
conservation groups like the Mule Deer Foundation
(MDF) to better leverage projects that benefit deer and
other wildlife.
MCBA advocates on your behalf, but MCBA members
and fellow sportsmen must become more active and
involved on important issues such as hunting, shooting,
and conservation activities. To stay more involved, be
sure to provide MCBA your email address and other

Blacktail News - 2017

Randy Morrison (Mule Deer Foundation) and Paul Trouette during
a visit with local US Forest Service.
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MCBA Helps Fund And Clean Up Illegal Marijuana Grow
Tons of Waste, Pesticides and Other Garbage Removed From State Park
By Oscar Ramirez

In early morning of May 9, 2016, a
cooperative of several state and local
agencies, including the California
Highway Patrol, California State Parks,
National Guard, and LEAR Asset
Management (who’s President/CEO

ask questions later. Not necessarily the
type of encounter the volunteer
AmeriCorps/State Parks folks wanted
to get into. Time to retreat to safety and
develop a plan B.
With reinforcement in tow, that now
included LEAR Asset Management
and other law enforcement, the
contingent now approached the site in a
coordinated fashion, surprising several
people who apparently were working
the grow.

Paul Trouette

happens to be MCBA’s very own Paul
Trouette) all came together to begin
cleanup efforts on an illegal and
dangerous marijuana grow within the
Humboldt Redwoods State Park.
The grow sight had been previously
identified and targeted for cleanup
when the previously “inactive” site
now showed activity, causing the
volunteers to skedaddle for fear of
meeting up with the folks tending the
illegal grow. Generally speaking,
workers tending to an illegal marijuana
grow tend to have a nasty disposition
and may be inclined to shoot first and

Oh, they were heavily armed too as one
bandit left his AK-47 and other
weapons included a shotgun and large
quantities of ammunition and
magazines readily available for
handguns. I guess the group thought
best to leave the scene then try to
explain the trove of marijuana, lengths
of tubing, piles of garbage and toxins in
their “camp.” Despite giving chase, no
arrests were made.

aspect should the need arise.”
Paul adds, “With our helicopter providing
support—the particular assignment
wrapped up with no one hurt and the
environment free from tons of pesticides
and garbage, which is often fatal to any
wild game encountering it. This does not
include the untold damage the substances
can do to the local watershed and the fish
that inhabit them. It can be devastating.”
In addition to funding by MCBA,
additional funders included the Jero
Melo Foundation and another private
donor.

Below, one of 11 helicopter loads (400500 lbs. each) carried out by LEAR Asset
Management as part of the clean up.

However, the effort was a great success
as the crews removed tons of waste,
including the aforementioned toxic
chemicals, fertilizers, tarps, tents,
sleeping gear, other garbage associated
with a large-scale operation.
LEAR was contracted as an air asset
and since the LEAR folks are exmilitary and ex-law enforcement, their
prior combat expertise is an additional
asset, because as Paul Trouette said,
“With illegal grows comes the
expectation of armed growers and my
group trains and prepares for that

Photos this page by James Adam Taylor.
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MCBA Expands to Lake County
New Chapter Has Successful First Banquet
MCBA held its first Lake County Committee event on January 7th, 2017. Nearly 160 attended the first-time
event at the Lake County Fairgrounds. Led by Rick Bulloch, Richard Hinchcliff and Roland LeDoux, the
fundraiser offered excellent prizes, auction items, games, free youth gifts, and tasty food for all to enjoy.
This event not only helped increase critical funding to support MCBA’s efforts, it helps MCBA gain a bigger
presence in Lake County which will equate to more deer conservation success in the county.
Be sure to mark January 6th, 2018, for the next Lake County Committee event!

Photos courtesy of Hal & Rosie Wagenet
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Lake County Inaugural Banquet
- J an u a r y 7 , 2 0 1 7 -

Photos courtesy of Hal & Rosie Wagenet
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MCBA Conducting Habitat Improvement
Projects in B-Zones in 2017
Work Will Aid in Black-tailed Deer and other Wildlife
By Oscar Ramirez
The Mendocino County Blacktail Association applied for
and received two grants from the California Department
of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) to perform wildlife-related
work on local B-Zone deer habitat. The grants, totaling
$160,000, were awarded to MCBA to provide critical
habitat and restoration work on two different areas, both
of which will benefit deer and associated wildlife.

Paradise Ridge (King Range National
Recreation Area)
First, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has
identified Paradise Ridge, located in Humboldt County on
the King Range National Recreation Area, as a great
opportunity to improve the area for multiple reasons,
including forest health and restoration and enhancement
of native habitats.

BLM Photo of black-tailed deer using restored coastal
prairie in the restoration area, King Range NRA. The
Douglas fir stands on top are encroaching into
previously restored coastal prairie.

BLM’s Jesse Irwin and Greg Wolfgang, King Range NRA
Manager, worked to ensure this project received the
attention it deserved. The area is being overrun by
Douglas fir stands and as many B-Zone hunters know,
our public lands have become decadent and overgrown
timber harvest, disease, infestation and encroachment by
as a result of many years of fire suppression, reduced
less preferable food sources. In addition to these limiting
factors, there is the ongoing threat of illegal marijuana
grows, which can damage the environment in a short
Jesse Irwin (BLM), Paul Trouette and Greg Wolfgang
period of time with indiscriminate killing of flora and
(BLM—King Range NRA Manager) at project site.
fauna as well as poisoning the watershed.
(Courtesy Paul Trouette)
Once the work is completed, the local forest makeup will
create better deer habitat due to the removal of offending
tree stands that encroach into oak stands and coastal
prairies, including areas where prior restoration work
had begun. The work will complete the restoration goal
on this specific project site and will increase the amount
and improve the quality of browse for the local deer
populations. MCBA will
Continued next page
work with in concert
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with the BLM and our
sister organization, the
Mule Deer Foundation (MDF) Humboldt Chapter, to
solidify this important habitat project and restore this
landscape to a healthy version of its younger self. While
fir stands have a role in deer habitat, the stands
overburden other ecosystems including those that benefit
wildlife. In this treatment area, their removal will help
open and expand the preferred food sources such as
native grasses and oak stands. This will provide
immediate nutritional benefit to the dwindling local deer
herd.
Continued from previous page

Baseball Wildlife Habitat Improvement
& Fuels Reduction Project (Mendocino
National Forest)
The Baseball Wildlife Habitat Improvement & Fuels
Reduction Project (say that ten times in a row!) is the
second funded project MCBA will be working on this
year. Located in the Mendocino National Forest (MNF)
—our backyard, this project will also improve deer
habitat by providing both short-term and long-term
benefits.
The work will improve the conditions of the forest and
range by thinning overcrowded tree stands, which will
lessen fuel loads and provide immediate relief by
reducing the risk of catastrophic wildfires. In addition,
the reduction of pine stands that compete with oak
stands will provide healthier browse for deer and other
wildlife as oak stands are a beneficial and important
food source with succulent leaves in spring and acorns in
the fall. Further, by selectively maintaining the
healthiest, disease- and insect-free trees in the identified
work area—the forest health will be improved overall.
The project will be conducted on MNF lands within the
Covelo Ranger District. Our partners on this project
include the United States Forest Service (USFS) and
several local contractors.

MNF—Photo of overgrown and unhealthy forest area
needing treatment in the Mendocino National Forest.
Deadfall, overcrowding, decadent brush and diseased
and infested trees are creating explosive conditions.

lower due to timber thinning and can regrow quickly.”
Paul adds, “MCBA is pleased to use funds provided by
CDFW and to work closely with the BLM, USFS,
Humboldt MDF Chapter and various contractors and
volunteers to restore forest health,” adding, “Along with
our continued efforts to clean up large trespass
marijuana grows on public lands, we have a full summer
ahead of us.”

Paul insists on thanking MNF Forest Supervisor Ann
Carlson, Hinda Darner and Frank Aebly, for their
assistance, “Without these dedicated folks at the MNF
Paul Trouette, your friendly neighborhood MCBA
President, proudly says, “This is exactly the type of work and Jesse and Greg at BLM, these projects may just be
ink on paper instead of a reality. It’s a pleasure working
I envisioned MCBA would be doing to improve blackwith them.”
tailed deer habitat.”
While he admits that eventually, the deer hunting in
these areas can improve, that is a narrow focus from the
hunter perspective. Paul stresses that the big picture is
bright because it also impact the forest in multiple ways
such as a major reduction in runaway fuels for deadly
and catastrophic wildfires, the kind that kill everything
because of the intense heat due to years of fire
suppression. “If a lightning strike were to occur in the
treated project areas, the potential fire would more than
likely be a beneficial burn; one where heat intensity is

Blacktail News - 2017

Editor’s note: These projects are a complicated choreography
between the land owners/managers (USFS/BLM), the CDFW
and organizations such our MCBA and MDF to help generate
new projects or provide additional funding and manpower to
finish pre-approved projects. All agencies have a vested interest
in the improvement and health of the land, which is beneficial
not only to consumptive users such as hunters, but nonconsumptive users such as hikers, campers and other persons
who enjoy the beauty of our public lands.
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Ammunition Restrictions Affect 2017
Spring Turkey Season and More
Phase 2 of Nonlead Requirements In Effect
By Oscar Ramirez
California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW) continues with
Phase 2 of the nonlead ammunition
implementation. This years spring
turkey season (March 25-April 30)
requires “nonlead” or “lead-free”
hunting ammunition. Although
passed in 2013, CDFW began a
public outreach campaign to reach
out to hunters, organizations and
other individuals on how to best
implement becoming a lead-free by
the deadline of July 1, 2019. The
department decided on a phased-in
approach that would take several
years and allow segmented
implementation.

when all hunting on CDFW lands
became a lead-free affair. In
addition, those California hunters
lucky enough to draw bighorn sheep
tags had to use lead-free ammo on
the 2015-16 bighorn sheep hunts.
And on July 1, 2016, lead-free was
required “…when taking upland
game birds with a shotgun… or any
game birds taken on licensed game
bird clubs.” Now, it affects this
year’s spring turkey season.

Earlier this year, CDFW issued a
press release reminding hunters that
this year will be the “…first hunting
season with significant participation
While hunting in California condor for which nonlead shot will be
range has been lead-free since 2008, required statewide.” It is important
to note, that the regulations
the three-phase implementation
schedule began making its way into encompass both public and private
the rest of our lives on July 1, 2015, lands, with the exception of game

bird clubs.
The final phase, (Phase 3) involves
the statewide ban on all ammunition
with lead for hunting in California,
effective July 1, 2019.
Personally, since this passed into
law back in 2013, I would have been
happy with a six-year notice that my
hunting ammo would have to be
lead-free by July 1, 2019.
For additional information and to
view a very informative Frequently
Asked Questions section on nonlead
requirements, you can visit
www.wildlife.ca.gov/hunting/
nonlead-ammunition. Be informed
and avoid any legal hassles.
Good hunting this spring with the
gobblers and this fall with the big
game.

CDFW

Blacktail News - 2017
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MCBA Sues Mendocino County To Protect Land
Successful Lawsuit Protects 90 Percent of Mendocino County Acreage
By Hal Wagenet, Mendocino County Blacktail Association

MCBA Challenges Urgency Ordinance
“Hey, Hal. You oughta take a look at the county’s Urgency
pot ordinance. They are hearing it today.” That was the
voicemail I got from MCBA President Paul Trouette as he
was heading out to do some reclamation work in May of
2016. Two hours later, I knew we had a problem.
The county had spent 18 months trying to come up with a
cultivation ordinance and failed. In desperation, they
decided to rush through an Urgency Ordinance that would
take effect immediately and control pot cultivation in
Mendocino County until something better came along. The
problem? They stated that this action would have zero
environmental impacts!

MCBA coalition shapes Marijuana
Cultivation Ordinance – Growers
included

MCBA has a lengthy history cleaning up trespass grow
sites, and reams of photos and statistics demonstrating
serious habitat impacts at every location. We were outraged
and immediately sent a letter to the Board of Supervisors
The county had been slogging forward with a permanent
placing them on notice that their action did not meet the
ordinance. MCBA, Willits Environmental Center,
requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act
professional growers and the Farm Bureau sat down and
(CEQA).
hammered out some key points to protect our lands; very
They ignored the warning, passed the measure, and a week different from what neighboring counties chose to do. The
results are powerful and impressive.
later MCBA filed suit to require them to include
environmental impacts in any marijuana regulation
henceforth. Ten days later, they folded and the first step
was done. What else was needed?

MCBA Takes On Measure AF (Heritage
Act) With Help From 30 Organizations
The growing community had not been idle and they
promptly filed a citizen initiative to allow pot cultivation in
every zone, eliminate complaints, eliminate penalties and
more. This was titled Measure AF and known as the
“Heritage Act”. It was on the November 2016 ballot, along
with recreational marijuana in California and a presidential
election. Voter turnout was sure to be high.

Ninety percent (90%) of the land impacted by cultivation is
now protected. That is 1,614,107 out of 1,788,052 acres!!
Range lands, forest lands and Timber Producing Zones
(TPZ) are now protected against expansion of cultivation.
Firm guidelines will encourage cultivation to move toward
agricultural and industrial lands in the future.

Conclusion

I don’t like lawsuits and neither does the MCBA. But when
you look at the effort it takes on the ground to reclaim
damaged land, this lawsuit made perfect sense. If MCBA
had not taken legal action at the right time and the damage
had occurred, remediation would have cost millions of
dollars and been marginally effective. Moreover,
MCBA joined forces with the Farm Bureau, Sierra Club,
historically antagonistic parties came together to prod
public school systems, law enforcement and environmental government into doing the right thing and in Mendocino
groups opposing Measure AF. On November 8th, the voters County, that is a real accomplishment.
had spoken and Measure AF was defeated 65% to 35%.

Blacktail News - 2017
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Catching Up With the California
Department of Fish and Game
A Conversation About the Weather, Deer and Hunting
By Oscar Ramirez

F

or many people in California, the rain and snow
this past Winter and Spring has been a blessing. As
observed through March 21, 2017, the United
States Drought Monitor no longer shows any areas
of Exceptional or Extreme drought within California. That, is
a great thing, yes?
Stuart Itoga, Sr. Environmental Scientist Supervisor with the
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), sees it
as a reason for optimism. Mr. Itoga, who is also the Deer
Program Coordinator for the department, took time from his
level amounts of moisture back into California’s parched
busy schedule to talk about some wide-ranging topic about
landscape. It seems the entire Western United States received
deer and deer hunting in California.
a good dose of moisture this year, ending what has been a
long, five-year drought.

Population Trends

So far, this winter and spring have really brought record-

As many of you know, rain and snow keep our rivers flowing
and lakes full, but they also make wildlife
very happy because the habitat receives
moisture creates the natural food supply for
deer, bear, elk, pronghorn and almost every
other species as well.
When asked about the wet weather and its
effect on deer, Mr. Itoga replied, “All the
green up is going to be really good for
deer.”
Acknowledging that California has
received its share of hard snows and
freezing temperatures, the Rocky Mountain
states have received a majority of crippling
weather, adding, “Most of the deer
examined so far have been in good body
condition.”

2016 Estimated Deer Populations are not available at the time of
printing. Short-term trends upward, even with five years of drought.
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This is significant as the calendar pushes
into April and the summer months and the
Continued next page
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Continued from previous page

deer are leaving the hardest part of the
winter season with reasonable body
condition. That, and the level of new
green-up in many areas, the deer should
rebound quickly with the onset of better
weather. This will lead to better body
conditions for deer and set the stage for
a good fawn crop as well.

hunting season. 2015 in turn had
produced a 50 percent reporting rate,
which is substantially higher than the
“normal” 30 percent reporting, prior to
the new policy and looming fines.

“We’re on your side—we really
are the hunters’ best friend. We
help where we can and this data
helps protect hunting.”

For the 2017 hunting season, those who
- Stuart Itoga, CDFW
did not return their big game hunting
tag will need to pay the $21.60 nonharvest mortality to assess total
reporting fee.
mortality annually. Deer surveys of
recruitment (births) along with the
Surprisingly, the most current (2015)
There has been a lot of talk in many
“level of effort” (number of days
deer population estimate is 511,871—a circles that this fee is just another
hunting) allow CDFW to calculate the
particularly healthy number coming
“government tax” and indeed, any new population and recommend tag numbers
during the conclusion of a five-year
fee generally generates a lot of scrutiny to the California Fish and Game
drought. With the implementation of the about the intent.
Commission, who ultimately decide the
updated Deer Management Plan (2016),
yearly bag limit.
CDFW has been busy conducting field However, Mr. Itoga wants to make it
work and collecting data from various
very clear, that is not the case here, “We This year, the non-reporting fee or
sources and by various means to get a
would love to not collect any money for “fine” of $21.60 is being assessed and
better idea of the deer populations and
non-reporting. I hope that this
will prohibit you from buying a license
current factors. This has led to some
upcoming year we don’t collect a dime until the fee is satisfied.
surprising information coming back via as is it the data that we need, including
fecal DNA sampling to determine deer success and number of days in the field. As a reminder, please take the 5
populations and sex in various locales
It’s crucial in assessing population
minutes or less that it takes to report via
throughout the state. “In some areas, we trends and harvest numbers.”
the CDFW’s online licensing system. It
are confirming buck to doe ratios of up
is easy and the scientific benefits are
to 50:100,” said Mr. Itoga. In many of
California combines reporting with non- many. Plus, it’s required.
the deer hunting zones, the buck to doe
ratios are estimated at 15-20:100, but
with fecal DNA collection, population
and sex are available, but not age class.
It would be a very interesting California
deer hunting season indeed if those
ratios were consistent and carried
through as huntable age-class bucks.
One can always dream!

Harvest Reporting
Mr. Itoga states the mandatory harvest
reporting (tags) have gone really well.
Last year (2016 deer hunting season),
the department received 84 percent of
tags reported by both successful and
unsuccessful hunters alike, which is
outstanding compared to prior (2015)
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Moisture in the wild brings new growth that leads to better feed. Water and
feed produces increased fawn recruitment. The 2017 season seems bright.
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Please frequent as many of the businesses in this magazine
as you are able; they support MCBA, so let’s support them!
BARRA of Mendocino winery
7051 North State Street
PO Box 196 (Mailing address)
Redwood Valley, CA 95470
Winery Phone: (707) 485-0322

Black Butte River Ranch— RV Park, Camping and Country Store
34985 Etsel Ridge Road
Covelo, CA 95428
707-983-9438 tom@blackbutteriverranch.com

F r e y V i n e ya r d s
America’s first organic and Biodynamic winery
14000 Tomki Rd, Redwood Valley, CA 95470

707-485-5177

Biodynamic
Field Blend,
Mendocino,
California, 2014

Mendocino Redwood Company and Humboldt Redwood Company
32600 Holquist Ln, Fort Bragg, CA 95437
(707) 962-2800

Managing the Forest

Blacktail News - 2017
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Little River Inn
7901 N. Highway One
Little River, CA 95456

(Two miles south of Mendocino village)
Info@LittleRiverInn.com

1-707-937-5942
1-888-INN-LOVE (Toll Free)
1-707-937-5667 (Pro Shop/Golf Course)
1-707-962-2240 (Spa)
1-707-937-3944 (Fax)

Lodging
Dining
Golf
Weddings
Meetings

Parducci Vineyards
Deep Roots, Legendary Wines
501 Parducci Rd, Ukiah, CA 95482
(800) 362-9463
Crafting small lot artisan wines for over 80 years.

156 Freitas Ave, Ukiah, CA 95482
For all of your party needs, call us!
(707) 463-8390

Come visit us on Facebook!

https://www.facebook.com/mcbadeer/?ref=hl
If you would like to join our mailing list or email list, contact Rosie Wagenet at
rosie@mcbadeer.com.
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The Kid Learned
Newbie B-Zone Hunter Listens to Mentor and Succeeds
Story and photos by Oscar Ramirez

It wasn’t so long ago that this “kid” as I call him, attended
my Hunter Safety class. I’ve been a Hunter Education
Instructor for about 10 years now and he came to my
class, like many others, all excited and ready to roll.
As with every other group of students, some show a real
zest for hunting. I can get a feel for students by the
questions they ask and the manner in which they ask
them. I don’t know if they’ll become “good” or successful
hunters, but what defines good? Will these kids try hard
and learn from their mistakes or will they just get fed up
and frustrated or will they just be lucky at onset and drop
it as not challenging. I don’t really know because I don’t
know all of my students. One long day does not give
much beyond that classroom.
Like many other hunters attending my class, they like to
see pictures of bucks and bulls and boars and speed goats
and other animals taken on hunts. Further, when you let
them touch examples of some good animals (I make my
class a show-and-tell) and I bring in a little bit of horn for
the students to fiddle with, it whets their appetite.
I can see the excitement from most of the students, but
you can always see which students stand out. Maybe it’s
their excitement when they talk about their experience to
date, or why they want to become a hunter sharing a tale
of hunting with their dad, brother, mother or aunt or
Nowadays, I’m proud to call him a friend too. You see, he
uncle—you get a feel for where they are coming from. My bugged the heck out of me for about 2 seasons, including
buddy German is one such student and hunter.
after the very first class—wanting to come hunting with
me. As much as I admired his gusto, I politely declined
and told him I have a “set group” of hunting buddies and
to be honest, until I get to know someone, I don’t want to
hunt with you. I’ve said this to my brother, friends and
others—you may be a great person, but by golly if you get
on my nerves I want nothing to do with you. Sorry, but
you gotta go!
With some persistence, I eventually let up to his ongoing
need to come hunting with the “teacher.” I wasn’t going to
make it easy for him and told him flatly, if you wanna
make your bones with me, show me you can take some
direction, can carry your weight in a camp and stick it out.
He agreed and I let him tag along on a backpacking
wilderness hunt. Ha—I’ll show this kid!
Continued next page
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Continued from previous page Turns out I showed

him quite well and
from the get-go, he
showed me he had
the gumption to
make a promise,
carry it through in
face of some steep
country, long miles
and little sleep.
Oh, and no bitchin’
allowed….

He handled all I
could throw at him
and then some, so, I
got me a new
hunting buddy and my hunting group grew by 1.
German (pronounced hair mon) is a polite kid and is a
little embarrassed I’m putting pictures of him in a
magazine for all to see. But I assured him I’m not
bragging on him, just sharing a story of a novice hunter German poses with his first buck. A handsome 4x4 with good
who was willing to ask for help and was persistent
eye guards and long tines. He doesn’t want to score it. It’s a
enough to get a yes, and excelled when the situations
good buck and he was happy to get it.
presented themselves. That can be a story of anyone and
it doesn’t have to be about hunting—it can be about life
or your job or a myriad of other topics. I’m just sharing this
Now he is a father of three and his two oldest always want to
story because I know how it began.
come hunting with him—and he let’s them, except when it’s
a backpack hunt. Those kids have gotten so used to him
German is a polite man, is a professional, acts professional
bringing home some meat, they now order him, “don’t come
and the fact that he’s genuinely enjoys the pursuit and his just home without a deer or bear.” My kind of kids. I’m sure
they’ll be taking my classes in short order and bugging the
rewards, make him the kind of feller I’ll keep hunting with.
Plus, he works hard, keeps his word and is willing to take
heck out of me too.
direction—those are all plusses in my book.
The buck above (right) is his first buck, and what a whopper!
It was a wilderness hunt (all these bucks are from pack-in
Northern California wilderness areas) and he is not choosy,
he wants to kill some bucks and get some meat. But, I put
him in position to succeed and he ran with it. I can say the kid
is a good hunter. He always wants to be in the field.
I told him my intent is to show him to get away from the
roads, hunt where there is game that is less-pressured and to
hunt hard and hunt high. Well, he did that and on his first
hunt, wasn’t quick enough to get the drop on a nice 3x3. But,
the next year, he killed a fine 4x4 with eye guards. A goodscoring buck, but he doesn’t seem to keep track of that. These
are all hard-earned B-Zone wilderness bucks. He has killed a
few other deer not pictured to go along with being a very
opportunistic bear hunter. He loves the meat, whether from
deer or bear. Ultimately, he wants to join the group in
Colorado too, if his job would allow him additional time.
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Bears and Bear Hunting

Bear Take Is Low, But Bruins Are Plentiful in California
By Oscar Ramirez
Guess what Californians? We still have a lot of bears
in the Golden State. Despite the many years of
drought, bear populations are still doing quite well
and in many locations, they are still expanding,
according to Jesse Garcia, Senior Environmental
Scientist with the Bear Program CDFW. He relates
that bears are still be reported in unlikely areas, such
as the cities of Palm Desert, Tracy, Palmdale,
Lancaster and in Colusa County, with record amounts
of bear/vehicle collisions in Mammoth and record
number of nuisance reports in Bakersfield.
Mr. Garcia notes that with the extended drought, bears
are forced to travel greater distancing in their quest for
food. In addition, with the ongoing encroachment by
man into forested areas that are in bear habitat, bears
are receiving more food than they get in the wild. Mr.
Garcia explain, “With the easy availability of highcalorie human foods via garbage cans and other
methods, bears are bigger and fatter, but they are also
artificially inflating the carrying capacity in these
areas as well. He shares, “Bears like food, bears have
great memories and when they can find easy pickings,
they will take them every time.” Thus, along with
having bigger bears and many more in closer
proximity to each other because of the availability of
food, sows are delivering more cubs.
The good news for hunters is that bear tags are
available in the majority of the state and are over-thecounter with no cap. However, the season ends when
the reported bear kill for the season reaches 1,700 or
we reach the last Sunday of the calendar year. Since
we are no longer able to use hounds to pursue bear,
hunting is strictly a spot-and-stalk affair with ample
opportunity for archery or rifle hunters as the tag
allows for both, depending on the season. See
regulations for specifics.

It is easy to see that bear opportunities exist throughout
California. All you need is an over-the-counter tag and your
favorite deer gun, which is plenty to bring down a bear.

Bear is a wonderful and challenging big game animal and
wild bears are tasty table fare. However, it is reported that
black bears that feed on garbage tend to have a lesser flavor
as are those that feed mainly on carrion (meat) or fish. Of all
the wild bear I’ve had the privilege of eating, I have found it
to be very tasty and plentiful.
Asked for a tip on hunters who would like to pursue bear,
Mr. Garcia says to look at the information online from
CDFW. He notes that a hunter should hunt where there are
greater populations of bears, such as the Sierra’s or
Northwest California where there is a greater take. Also, as
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no surprise, he says to spend time in the field to encounter
some bears.
While not reflected in the kill totals from 2016, as only 1,069
bears were reportedly killed by California hunters, the
opportunities are there, especially while deer hunting. A bear
hunter is a great friend of the deer population. Bears are
notorious for finding, killing and eating fawns. In most
cases, bears are the number one cause of fawn mortality.
If you choose to, there are ample opportunities for bear in
California and you will save quite a few deer in the process.
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Outdoorsman Confirmed as
Secretary of the Interior
Ryan Zinke is Former U.S. Navy SEAL
By Oscar Ramirez

With President Trump’s election comes a new administration
and that means change. The new Secretary of the Interior is
Ryan Zinke, a former U.S. Navy SEAL (yes, with SEAL Team
Six) who was nominated by President Trump and confirmed by
Congress to represent the great people of the United States.
Secretary Zinke is a Republican with an affinity for Teddy
Roosevelt. He now leads the agency that oversees
approximately one-fifth of the land mass of the United States
and includes the Bureau of Land Management, the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Park Service,
among others.

In a civilized and cultivated country wild animals
only continue to exist at all when preserved by
sportsmen, the excellent people who protest
against all hunting, and consider sportsmen as
enemies of wild life, are ignorant of the fact that in
reality the genuine sportsman is by all odds the
most important factor in keeping the larger and
more valuable wild creatures from total
extermination.

Department of the Interior

- THEODORE ROOSEVELT
generates thousands of jobs and billions of dollars in economic
activity,” said Secretary Zinke. “Over the past eight years
however, hunting, and recreation enthusiasts have seen trails
closed and dramatic decreases in access to public lands across
the board. It worries me to think about hunting and fishing
becoming activities for the land-owning elite. This package of
secretarial orders will expand access for outdoor enthusiasts
and also make sure the community's voice is heard."
Secretary Zinke is joined by representatives from shooting,
sportsmen and other conservation and trade groups.

Those words are very pleasing to the outdoorsmen and women.
While I soon forget the callousness of the last 8 years,
Further, he is a Montanan with an appreciation for the outdoors Sectretary Zinke provides clear direction that outdoorsman will
and because of his background, is no stranger to guns; the evil NOT be shut out of the process and I for one, feel valued. Hot
damn!
“black” ones, hunting rifles or the much-maligned handgun.
Despite his background, it still surprised many (author
included) that on March 2, 2017, on his very first
day at the Department of the Interior, Secretary
Zinke issued surprising orders. The first revoked a
last-minute ban of lead ammunition and fishing
tackle on federal lands by the previous Democrat
administration, while the other order looks to create
new opportunities for recreational activities on
federal lands—including hunting and fishing among
those forms of recreation. If this sounds surreal it is,
because this is a reversal of direction from all the
“anti” policy that emanated from the prior
administration.
"Outdoor recreation is about both our heritage and
our economy. Between hunting, fishing, motorized
recreation, camping and more, the industry
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Where can I buy a Ryan Zinke t-shirt?

Department of the Interior
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B-Zone Blacktails

Are these backcountry bombers, ridge
runners or canyon crawlers?
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2016 Ukiah Banquet—Bigger and Better
Mendocino County Supports MCBA
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2016 MCBA Banquet Ukiah
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MCBA 2016—Great friends, good fun and a great cause.
Carl Purdy Hall, Ukiah, CA, April 16, 2016
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Days Gone Past…

Here is another set of great pictures of hunters and hunting camps of yore.
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2017 UKIAH

2017 Banquet Prices and Registration

B AN Q U E T
H I G HL I G HT S

When: April 15, 2017 Where: Carl Purdy Hall,
1055 North State Street, Ukiah, CA
Time: 5:00, Dinner 6:30, Auction 7:30 – OPEN BAR – Come join us!
$1000 Gun Table - Ruger American Standard or Compact Rifle (blued finish) listed calibers - 223,
22-250, 243, 270
7mm-08, 30-06 and 308

$1150 Gun Table -Weatherby S2 (blued) - listed calibers - 223,22-250,
240 Wby, 243, 25-06, 270,
7mm-08, 308, 30-06, 257
Wby Mag, 7mm Rem Mag,
300 Win Mag, 300 Wby Mag
$1250 Gun Table -Tikka T3X Lite (blued finish) - listed calibers
204 Ruger, 223, 22-250, 243, 7mm-08, 308, 25-06, 270, 30-06, 7mm Rem
Mag, 300 Win Mag, 270 WSM, 300 WSM

The MCBA Committee has put
another great selection of
prizes and auction items
including: firearms, hunts,
fishing trips, artwork, sports
memorabilia, outdoor
products, jewelry, and much
more!
•

•
•

Adventures
International, LLC

Deadline to buy a gun table is April 9th.
( ) $75 SINGLE ( ) $110 MARRIED COUPLE ( ) $35 YOUTH DINNER
(
(
(
(

) $650 Friends Table - Eight people sit together at reserved spot
) $1000 Gun Table - Sign at your table, someone wins a Ruger American (1 in 8 odds).
) $1150 Gun Table - Sign at your table, someone wins a Weatherby S2 (1 in 8 odds).
) $1250 Gun Table - Sign at your table, someone wins a Tikka T3X Lite (1 in 8 odds).
Gun Table Rifle Caliber (pick from available): _________

•
•

•

•

Name: _________________________________________________________________
•

Phone: __________________ email: ________________________________________
Total Enclosed: __________________ Check #: _________
Credit Card Type: Circle One [Visa - Master Card - American Express]
Credit Card # ____________________________ Exp. Date ______ 3-digit code _____
To pay online, register at www.mcbadeer.com/dinner. All online sales end on April 9,
Sunday. Also, all items except Raffle Packs can be paid for online. You may mail this
registration with payment to: MCBA, P.O. Box 1357, Willits, CA. 95490
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Local hunts & trips
Dove Hunt in Argentina for
2 -donated by Sporting

Adventures
International, LLC

( ) $100 TICKET PACKAGE ( ) $300 TICKET PACKAGE ( ) $500 TICKET PACKAGE

Address: _________________________ City: ________________ St: ___ Zip: ______

Autographed Sports
Memorabilia – Madison
Bumgarner, all-star, SF
Giants
African hunts in South
Africa or Namibia
HIGH BIDDERS CHOICE of
Belize, St. Thomas, or
Costa Rica trip staying in
a 4-Bedroom/4-Bath Villa
for 6 days and 6 nights donated by Sporting

Goose hunt for 6 with

Blake’s Guide Service -

December 1st already
booked
Quigley Custom Ballistic
Scope
Fishing trip for 4 on Lake
Margaret near Burney, CA donated by Wilderness

Unlimited
Sitka Clothing
Free youth giveaways, ladies
prizes, fun games, an open
bar, delicious food, and some
great black-tailed deer
mounts on display.
•
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CONAN EGAN
119 NORTH JEFFERSON ST.
CLOVERDALE, CA 95425

707.695.8880

16401 South Highway One, Manchester, CA 95459

(707) 877 1834 or cells (707) 489-8579, (707) 489-7303

For Reservations call
1 707-964-6371

100 W Laurel St
Fort Bragg, CA 95437-3410

1870 North State Street, Ukiah, CA 95482 – Phone (707) 462-8806

WildernessUnlimited.com

Geiger’s Long Valley Meat Market

1 (877) 611-4868

44951 U.S. 101, Laytonville, CA 95454 44951 U.S. 101, Laytonville (707) 984-6912

Jim and TinaMarie Schaafsma, HC 62, Box 64A Zenia, California 95595, (707) 923-9633 phone (707) 923-7863 fax
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